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Our Policy Roundtable is led by NOD’s newly appointed 
Policy Ambassador, Board Member and former 
Congressman Jim Langevin and Tom Ridge, NOD 
Chairman Emeritus and former Pennsylvania Governor.

The Policy Roundtable is comprised of 17 of the nation’s 
largest disability organizations and addresses reforms 
that make it easier for people with disabilities to work, 
earn competitive wages, and save money.

A critical component of NOD’s strategy is innovation: 
identifying gaps in disability employment policy and 
practice, and then designing, testing, and evaluating new 
approaches to job creation at scale. 

Since 1994, NOD has undertaken three innovation 
projects whose collaborators included school transition 
programs, employers, the military, universities, and 
service providers. Each project was made possible by a 
diverse array of individuals, foundations, and corporate 
funders.  

In 2024, we are proud to launch two projects focused 
on mental health and digital accessibility with inaugural 
support from Target, Hershey, and The Coca Cola 
Foundation. 

• Boston Foundation
• Hearst Foundation
• Heinz
• Kellogg
• Keybank
• McKenzie Scott Foundation
• NY Life
• Prudential
• Roosevelt Warm Springs Foundation
• UPS Foundation
• Verizon
• Z. Smith Reynolds

The Disability Inclusion in the Workplace Toolkit: An 
introduction to the basics of disability inclusion in the 
workforce, it includes a glossary of terms, resources, and 
workplace etiquette. 

The Insights Report: With trends and effective practices 
culled from the more than 225 companies who submit 
the annual NOD Employment Tracker™.

Sponsor one or all of NOD’s webinars on new and 
innovative workforce inclusion practices, digital 
accessibility, Tracker findings, neurodiversity and more.

On September 26, in New York City, join other disability 
inclusion leaders for the event of the season. Showcase 
your dedication to our mission of disability inclusion and 
tell your story! 

Philanthropic Support

Corporate and philanthropic trailblazers power 
the National Organization on Disability’s mission 
of equitable employment opportunity for people 
with disabilities. Here’s how to join them. 

Changing practices, policies and minds


